
During the whole of a dull, dark, and soundless day in the 
autumn of the year, when the clouds hung oppressively low 
in the heavens, I had been passing alone, on horseback, 
through a singularly dreary tract of country.  
         

-  Edgar Allen Poe, The Fall of the House of Usher  
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There are bright and cheerful 
October days filled with apple cider 
and the warm smell of fallen leaves, 
days for raking piles of leaves and 
jumping in them full of laughter.  And 
then there are foggy, cold, and 
mysterious October days, days that let us 
know that there is a reason Halloween 
haunts the end of this month.  This was 
one of those days.  Trees concealed trails 
that seemed to lead into nothing, 
unknown curves appeared in familiar 
roads, and even the sun hid behind the 
moon in a partial solar eclipse.  This is a 
different kind of fall color, one that is 
less inviting than it is beckoning, one that is less celebratory 

than it is introspective.   

In the gray of the fog, spots of color stand 
out.  The branches of young tamaracks appear like fireworks against a background of somber 
spruce.  Bright green mosses, present but unnoticed earlier, suddenly are vibrant on rocks and 
stumps.  But the colors only serve to underline the pervasive grays and blacks in foggy woods which 
vanish into the mists.  In the fog, the world collapses, the acres surrounding you telescope into the tiny 
patch of land that you can see clearly, forcing you to notice your immediate surroundings, undistracted 
by distance.  An old metal sign, a bit of lichen, a leaf that somehow fell impaled on a branch - things 
you might not notice in bright sun seem to be full of meaning and portent.  While the draperies of the 
fog created a small space on earth, the solar eclipse was a visible reminder that the entire planet is a 
small space compared with the larger universe.  It is the draperies of our own limited comprehension 
that create the illusion that our earth is large.  The paths we take to understanding the universe are, like 
the paths through the fog, filled with unforeseen curves, and lead us off into the unknown.   The trail 
beckons, and being a species of explorers, we head off into the mist.  But, the farther we go down those 
paths, the more special our planet seems, a small bright spot of color in the blacks and grays of space, a 
bit of green in a universe of fog.  
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